Inter-American Coalition for Business Ethics in the Medical Technology Sector
BUSINESS ETHICS PRACTICES

Normativity

Res. 2881/18 Value Transfers

- Charges for service provision contracts
- Food and drinks
- Travel, transportation and accommodation
- Software use licenses
- Registration
- Organization of conferences, seminars and workshops
- Subscriptions and publications
- Patient programs
- Promotional print advertising
- Medical samples

Modalities

Self-regulation

Code of Ethics Update

Inclusion: Interaction with patients, limit amounts for promotional items and dispute resolution mechanism

Ratification in the Assembly (March 2019). Mandatory subscription

Valid since September

44% of the companies have signed the commitment

Website for evaluation and certification

• Validity: July 2019 (1Q is not reported)
**NEXT STEPS**

- Evaluation and certification of the code of ethics for ANDI members

- Distributor Workshop (5 Cities: Value Transfers and Code of Ethics)

- 100% of the companies signatures expressing their commitment

- Law firm (external to ANDI) managing the dispute resolution mechanism
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